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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to determine the correlation between the speed, agility and quickness, and to determine the correlation between tests with and without the ball in young soccer players. Research was carried out on a sample of 25 elite soccer players from the Serbian U-16 national team, (aged 15.19±0.32; height 176.04±6.00 cm; body mass 65.19±9.41 kg). The participants were tested on a 10-m Sprint (B10S), 30-m Sprint (B30S), Flying 20-m Sprint (B20S), Zigzag test (CC) and Zigzag with the Ball (CCL). Significant relationships were found between test CC and B30S (r=0.560), as well as between test CC and B20S (r=0.603). There were no significant relationships between CC and B10S (r=0.323). The agility test with the ball (CCL) has not shown significant correlation with speed and quickness (r=0.093-0.247). The SAQ training method has made training much more applied than previously although it is mainly represented by the movements during which the control and contact with the ball are at a minimum. This causes the loss of specificity between exercises and demands in the demonstration both during the testing and the game. This study has confirmed that the structure of the agility with the ball is much more complex in comparison with the one without the ball. In addition, this research has shown that the basic skills without the ball have much stronger relation among speed, agility and quickness than the skills with the ball.
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Introduction
Soccer is the most popular team game in the world, played and watched by millions of people each year. As soccer has developed at the elite level much research regarding match performance and training has been conducted (Bangsbo, Mohr, & Krustrup, 2006). Athletic performance in soccer is a function of aerobic fitness, anaerobic fitness, speed, muscular strength, muscular power, and agility (Bangsbo, Mohr, Poulsen, Perez-Gomez, & Krustrup, 2006; Stolen, Charmari, Castagna, & Wisloff, 2005). During a match a player frequently performs activities that require rapid development of force, such as sprinting or quickly changing direction (Bangsbo, 1996). Although high-speed actions only contribute to 11% of the total distance covered in soccer, they actually contribute directly to winning possession of the ball and to scoring or conceding of goals (Reilly, Bangsbo & Franks, 2000). High-speed actions in soccer can be categorized into actions requiring acceleration, maximal speed or agility (Gambetta, 1996). Consequently, the SAQ (speed, agility and quickness) method has become dominant in soccer training (Pearson, 2001). Similar morphological and biochemical determinants of acceleration, maximal speed and agility have led to the assumption that these qualities are highly related (Little and Williams, 2005). One way to examine the relationship between linear speed and agility is to determine the degree of correlation. Paule, Madole, Garhammer, Lacourse, & Rozenek (2000) found significant correlations between performance in an agility t-test and in a 40-yard sprint time in both men and women.
agility (Gil, Ruiz, Irazusta, Gil & Irazusta, 2007; Reilly, Bangsbo & Franks, 2000) and running speed (Gil, et al., 2007; Reilly, et al., 2000; Rosch, et al., 2000). Furthermore the soccer specific skill could also be distinguished among the elite and non-elite young competitors (Davids, Lees & Burwitz, 2000; Mirkov, Nedeljković, Kukolj, Ugarković & Jarić, 2008; Vaeyens, et al., 2006), although some authors argue that the testing of physical abilities rather than the testing of skills could be more important for early selection (Helsen, Hodges, Van Winckel & Starkes, 2000; Malina, et al., 2005; Malina, et al., 2000). Mirkov, Kukolj, Ugarković, Koprivica & Jarić (2010) recommend for early selection testing the agility and coordination, which could be among the most important factors for later success. Ramos, et al. (2009) investigated performance of youth elite soccer players through physical tests according to positional roles and did not find significant differences between positional roles in the agility test. Some studies show very high specificity of agility and straight speed (Buttifant, et al., 1999; Young, et al., 1996). Young, et al. (2001) concluded that straight speed and agility training methods are specific and produce limited transfer to the other. Sheppard & Young (2006) assume that straight speed would have an even lower transfer rate upon the change of direction speed which requires decision-making. Expected low transfer refers also to a complex action which is specific to the given sport, such as dribbling a ball (Sheppard & Young, 2006). Very few studies concern the correlation of linear speed with agility with the ball, so this research will be one of the first in soccer. The need for agility with the ball is of great importance for dribbling and one-on-one game situations. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the correlation between speed, agility and quickness and to determine the correlation between the tests with and without the ball in young soccer players.

Table 1. Descriptive statistical parameters of U-16 Serbian soccer players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Mean±SD (n=25)</th>
<th>Goalkeepers (n=3)</th>
<th>Defenders (n=8)</th>
<th>Midfielders (n=10)</th>
<th>Attackers (n=4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>15.2±0.3</td>
<td>15.3±0.2</td>
<td>15.1±0.4</td>
<td>15.2±0.3</td>
<td>15.2±0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight (kg)</td>
<td>65.2±9.4</td>
<td>76.4±1.7</td>
<td>66.2±8.1</td>
<td>61.3±9.8</td>
<td>64.5±9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body height (cm)</td>
<td>176±6.0</td>
<td>181.7±2.5</td>
<td>176.3±6.0</td>
<td>173.7±6.5</td>
<td>177.3±4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>20.9±2.0</td>
<td>23.2±1.1</td>
<td>21.3±2.1</td>
<td>20.2±1.8</td>
<td>20.4±2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body fat (%)</td>
<td>12.4±2.4</td>
<td>15.1±1.3</td>
<td>12.8±2.5</td>
<td>11.5±2.2</td>
<td>11.8±2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Descriptive statistical parameters for quickness, speed and agility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Mean±SD (n=25)</th>
<th>Goalkeepers (n=3)</th>
<th>Defenders (n=8)</th>
<th>Midfielders (n=10)</th>
<th>Attackers (n=4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B10S</td>
<td>1.80±0.08</td>
<td>1.88±0.05</td>
<td>1.80±0.07</td>
<td>1.78±0.08</td>
<td>1.76±0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B20S</td>
<td>2.54±0.12</td>
<td>2.62±0.15</td>
<td>2.55±0.11</td>
<td>2.52±0.12</td>
<td>2.48±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B30S</td>
<td>4.34±0.19</td>
<td>4.50±0.19</td>
<td>4.34±0.15</td>
<td>4.32±0.19</td>
<td>4.25±0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>5.19±0.25</td>
<td>5.23±0.25</td>
<td>5.22±0.25</td>
<td>5.26±0.20</td>
<td>4.95±0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCL</td>
<td>6.72±0.45</td>
<td>6.89±0.15</td>
<td>6.68±0.44</td>
<td>6.84±0.48</td>
<td>6.39±0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B10S-10m sprint; B20S- 20m flying; B30S-30m sprint; CC-zig zag agility; CCL-zig zag agility with ball.

Testing procedure

Body height and body weight were measured according to the instructions of the International Biological Program–IBP (Weiner & Lourie, 1969). Body height was measured with a GPM anthropometer (Siber & Hegner, Zurich, Switzerland) to the nearest 0.1 cm. Body weight was obtained by TANITA BC 540 (TANITA Corp., Arlington Heights, IL) to the nearest 0.1 kg. Percentage of body fat (Bfat%) was calculated by the formula: Adult body fat % = (1.20 x BMI) + (0.23 x Age) - (10.8 x gender) - 5.4 (Deurenberg, Weststrate & Seidell, 1991). The tests for the speed, quickness and agility were performed from a standing start and measured by means of infrared photocells Uno Lux (The Republic Institute for Sports, Belgrade, Serbia). The following tests were used for measurement of speed, quickness and agility with and without the ball.
Quickness testing

10-m Sprint. The ability to rapidly accelerate from a standing position was measured over a 10-m dash initiated from a standing position (Chamari, et al., 2004; Cometti, Maffioletti, Pousson, Chatard & Maffulli, 2001; Little & Williams, 2005).

Speed testing

Flying 20-m Sprint. This test assessed the sprinting ability over a short distance, which should be of particular importance for soccer (Cometti, et al., 2001; Little & Williams, 2005). The running time along 20 m following the 10-m maximal acceleration (see previous test) was measured. As a consequence, the subjects were instructed to run with maximal speed over 30 m, and both the 10-m (i.e., acceleration) and the 20-m (i.e., maximal speed over a short distance) tests were obtained from the same trial. 30-m Sprint. This test allows the assessment of sprinting ability. The player waits for the signal at the starting point. On the signal, he runs at maximum speed. When he reaches the finish point, the time between the starting and finish lines is measured with photocell or chronometer in terms of seconds.

Agility testing

Zigzag Test. This test assessed running agility from changes in direction. A zigzag course consisted of 4-5m sections set out at 100° angles. The selection of this test was based on rapid acceleration, deceleration, and balance control required for short running time, which represented the result of the test (Little and Williams, 2005).

Agility with the ball testing

Zigzag With the Ball. The ability to control the ball while changing direction was assessed. Subjects were instructed to run with the ball as fast as possible along the same zigzag path used in the previous test (Mirkov et al., 2008). Time was recorded in 100ths of a second, and the average value from 3 sprint attempts was used as the final result. Before each testing the subjects performed a standard 25 minute warm-up. During the test air temperature ranged from 22°C to 25°C. It began at 10 am and finished by 1 pm. All sprint tests were performed on a grass sports field, and the players wore soccer shoes to replicate actual playing conditions.

Statistical analyses

Data analysis was performed using The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (v17.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Descriptive statistics were calculated for all experimental data. In addition, all data were examined by the test of normal distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) before any further analysis. Spearman Product-Moment Correlation was used to determine the relationships among the tested variables. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.

Results

Descriptive statistics showed that goalkeeper’s movement on the goal-line, this finding was expected in that they need to possess great lateral agility. Midfielders had the lowest fat percentage (11.5±2.2%) and the heaviest players in the team (181.7±2.5cm; 76.4±1.7kg) and that the midfielders were the shortest and with the smallest amount of body fat as compared with the other positional roles, which is in agreement with some previous results (Salgado et al., 2009; Vaeyens, et al., 2006; Wong, Chamari, Dellal & Wisloff, 2009). Greatest results in all the tested variables were shown by the attackers. This was expected because keepers have to be fast if they want to pass defenders (Sporiš, Jukić, Ostojić & Milanović, 2009), and by an extensive familiarization of the attackers with the testing procedures (Sporiš, Milanović, Jukić, Omrčen & Molinuevo, 2010). The goalkeepers had similar results in the agility test (CC) in comparison with the other team positions, while they had the lowest values in the agility test with the ball (CCL). When taking into consideration the goalkeeper’s movement on the goal-line, this finding was expected in that they need to possess great lateral agility.
Agility without the ball (CC) had statistically significant correlations with the speed tests B20S-20m flying and B30S-30m sprint (between $r=0.560$ and $r=0.603$). The results of the B10S test has shown low correlation with agility (CC) without the ball ($r=0.323$). This low correlation could be related to the different distances covered in the course of testing speed and agility, which was also concluded by Draper and Lancaster (1985) and Mayhew et al. (1989). In contrast to the results of our research, no significant correlation was found between speed, quickness and agility in several research papers (Buttifant et al., 1999; Young, et al., 1989). The existence of this correlation could be regarded from the point of view of the agility test which has three direction movement changes under the 100 degree angle. This huge angle enables the players to perform direction movement changes in much greater speed. Sheppard and Young (2006) have assumed that there is not any influence of the straight speed on the change of direction speed which requires decision making or includes a complex task specific for the sport involved, for instance controlling the ball. This assumption has been confirmed by our research which shows that agility with the ball has little connection with speed and quickness. The coefficient of the correlation between these variables range from $r=0.093$ to $r=0.247$. Making complex movements during agility leads to a lower relationship with the speed in a straight line (Sheppard and Young, 2006). It is quite obvious that the test CCl is much more complex than the CC test, which results in the low correlation. On the other hand, the SAQ method is generally involved with the movements in which controlling and contact with the ball are reduced to a minimum. This causes the loss of specificity between exercises and demands in the demonstration both during the testing and the game. As a result of this research we could consider the application of the tests which actually assess the speed of the direction movement change instead of agility. In future research we need to apply the tests which demand the subjects to alter the change the direction of the movement as a reaction to a stimuli such as a luminous signal. These tests include reaction time as part of the complete time from the movement of the stimulus appearance until the end of the movement. Moreover, the correlation between speed, quickness and agility tests could be examined in the situation when they are all performed with the ball. At the development of the agility programme, the coach should not only identify aimed moving patterns and define the aimed movement mechanics, but also evaluate their functions, and thus ensure during the training session the development of the aimed moving patterns in accordance with their aimed functions (Jeffreys, 2006). The SAQ method brought a lot of advantages and innovations in the modern training system of the soccer players. It's use is growing on a daily basis and as a benefit of all this we have a connection between three extremely important motoric activities - speed, quickness and agility.
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Sažetak

Svrha ovog istraživanja je bila utvrđivanje korelacije između brzine, agilnosti i okretnosti, kao i utvrđivanje korelacije između testova sa i bez lopte kod mladih nogometaša. Istraživanje je provedeno na uzorku od 25 elitnih nogometaša nacionalnog U-16 tima Srbije (uzrasta 15.19±0.32 g.; visine 176.04±6.00 cm; mase 65.19±9.41 kg). Ispitanici su mjereni u 10-m Sprintu (B10S), 30-m Sprintu (B30S), etećem 20-m Sprintu (B20S), Cik-cak testu (CC) i Cik-cak testu s loptom (CCL). Značajne relacije su pronađene između testova CC i B30S (r=0.560), kao i između CC testa i B20S (r=0.603). Nije bilo značajnih relacija između CC testa i B10S (r=0.323). Test agilnosti s loptom (CCL) nije pokazao značajne korelacije s brzinom i reakcijom (r=0.093-0.247). SAQ trenažna metoda pokazala je trening mnogo praktičnijim nego prethodno iako je uglavnom predstavljena kretanjem za vrijeme kojeg su kontakt i kontrola lopte bili minimalni. Ovo je prouzročilo gubitak specifikiteta između vježbanja i zahtjeva u demonstraciji, u oba slučaja - za vrijeme testiranja i igre. Istraživanje je potvrdilo da je struktura agilnosti s loptom mnogo složenija od one bez lopte. Nadalje, ovo istraživanje je pokazalo da temeljne vještine bez lopte imaju mnogo snažnije veze s brzinom i agilnošću nego vještine s loptom.

Ključne riječi: SAQ, terenski test, cik-cak test, korelacije
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